NC-SARA Resources

In The Field: SARA Institution Conference - July 2021

The following linked resources about SARA may be helpful for people new to or wanting to know more about state authorization and reciprocity. Click on the hotlinks below to access key documents and information.

NC-SARA Homepage: Your one-stop shop for all things SARA.

Promoting Postsecondary Access, Affordability, & Quality Assurance: A 2-page overview about NC-SARA and how SARA works.

Institutional Participation: Learn about eligibility for institutional participation and the process for institutions to be approved to participate in SARA.

SARA Participation Fees (SARA and State Fees): Review the costs to participate in SARA as well as SARA state fees.

SARA Cost Savings Study & Calculator: Review the cost savings for SARA participation and use the cost savings calculator to estimate your institution’s cost savings if participating in SARA.
SARA Policy Manual: The SARA Policy Manual codifies all of the SARA-related policies as determined by the board of NC-SARA.

SARA and Student Consumer Protections: SARA’s policies help protect students – learn how.

SARA Student Complaint Process: Explore an overview of the SARA student complaint process, one aspect of the student consumer protections that SARA provides.

SARA Research & Data: Read NC-SARA’s Annual Data Report, explore the publicly available data sets, and learn about institutional data reporting.

Professional Licensure Resources: NC-SARA has worked with the SARA State Portal Entities (SPEs) and regional compacts to create the Professional Licensure Directory, which provides contact information for five programs that lead to a professional license.

Find Your State Portal Entity: NC-SARA’s directory of State Portal Entities – search by state to find the contact you’re looking for.

Where do I go for additional information?

- NC-SARA is always happy to answer questions or provide additional information! Please send us an Email (info@nc-sara.org)
- Follow us on Twitter
- Join us on LinkedIn